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Abstract
National development is inextricably linked to statistical development, although few African governments realize this reality. Statistics and statisticians
play a major role in the development of all countries and in the advancement of science. While technical statistical knowledge is a prerequisite for all
statisticians, effective management skills are also needed by those entering the
private sector and government. However, the challenge is that current training
programs in Africa require a major overhaul for statisticians to acquire these
competencies and skills. In this paper, we propose a new approach to training
future statisticians for the development of statistics in Africa. We offer suggestions on how to structure statistics training programs in Africa – mostly at the
university level (pre-employment) and at the workplace (on-the-job training
or learning). We advocate for the creation of SPAPGA (Statistics Partnership
among Academia, Private Sector and Government in Africa) to advance collaboration between the private sector, government, and academia to improve
statistical training and capacity building in Africa. We also call for extensive
curriculum reform to include mentoring and internships as part of the regular
training of young statisticians.
Key words: Internship, Co-op program, Mentorship, Mentoring, Statistics
training, SPAPGA
Résumé
Le développement national est inextricablement lié au développement statistique, bien que peu de gouvernements africains soient conscients de cette réalité.
La statistique et les statisticiens jouent un rôle prépondérant dans le développement de tous les pays et dans le progrès scientifique. Si la connaissance des techniques statistiques est nécessaire pour tous les statisticiens, des qualifications en
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statisticians;
processors,
andofother
groups…
effective
bridge• makers,
Fosteringdata
greater
awareness
partners’
needs,form
issuesanand
concerns;
between
statisticalofinformation
• head
Boosting
the self-image
statisticians;and users of statistics, including
general
public.”
• the
Making
statistics
a more rewarding profession; and
• Ensuring that statistics continues to grow as a field.
Annex 1 provides a comparative summary of the required skills for statisticians
in industry,
academia,
and government.
While Academe,
technical
The roleworking
of the proposed
SPAPGA
(Statistics
Partnership among
statistical
knowledge
is needed by
effective
management
skills are
also
Private Sector
and Government
in all,
Africa)
is to foster
collaboration
among
needed
by those
going
into industry
andthrough
government.
probthe parties,
and to
facilitate
discussions
annualHowever,
trilateral the
meetings
lem
that current
training
for African
statisticians
need
and is
regular
seminars.
Theseprograms
would include
discussions
aboutwould
curricula
de-a
major
overhaul
them
to acquire
these competencies
skills.
velopment
that for
would
meet
the ever-changing
needs of and
African
countries.
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matière
It is important
de gestion
to efficace
note that
s’imposent
most African
également
countries
à ceuxare
d’entre
non-industrialized,
eux qui entrent
tant
but have
dans aleprivate
secteursector
privé que
that dans
includes
l’administration
industry. publique. Cependant, le
défi persiste que les programmes de formation des statisticiens africains en cours
nécessitent
révision
pour quewhere
ceux-cigovernments
acquièrent cesand
compétences
We alreadyune
have
someprofonde
good examples
training
et
qualifications.
Dans
cet article,
nous proposons
nouvellefor
approche
centers
have come
together
to enhance
trainingune
practices
young pour
statla
formation
des include
futurs statisticiens,
en vue
du développement
de laEconomics
statistique
isticians.
These
the Institute
of Statistics
and Applied
en
Afrique.
Nous faisons
des suggestions
quant
la manière
concevoir
les
(ISAE)
– Makerere
University
in Uganda
andàThe
Eastern de
Africa
Statistiprogrammes
formation
statistiques
en es
Afrique
- qui
concernent
plucal Training de
Centre
(EASTC)
in Dar
Salaam,
Tanzania.
In pour
bothlacases,
part
les statisticiens
en formation
dans lesstaffed
universités
(pré-emploi) in
mais
aussi
not only
are the Boards
of these Centers
by policymakers
governles
professionnels
du monde
duNational
travail (formation
Nous
préconisons
ment,
but also with
heads of
Statistics continue).
Offices who
actually
make
la
création du SPAPGA
(Partenariatdevelopment.
statistique entre
milieu universitaire,
recommendations
on curriculum
In leaddition,
the staff of
le
privé
et le secteur
public)inen
vue d’améliorer
collaboration
entre
le
thesecteur
training
centers
participate
statistical
activitiesla in
government.
Also
secteur
privé,
structures
et lecourses
milieu atuniversitaire
afin de
some staff
of les
NSOs
teach gouvernementales
practically oriented
these centers.
rehausser le niveau de la formation statistique et ainsi développer les capacités
statistiques
en Afrique.
Nous proposons
la réforme profonde des proIncorporating
experiential
learningégalement
in the curriculum
grammes
d’études
afin academic
d’inclure laprograms
pratique (which
du parrainage
et des
stages
dans
le
Internship
and co-op
we define
later)
have
been
cursus
formationdisciplines,
des jeunes statisticiens.
widelyrégulier
used inde different
including medicine (Baker 1999),
sociology (Danzger 1988; Dodson 1951; Kelly 1986; Neapolitan 1992;
Mots
clés 1979),
: Stages law
de formation,
programmes
coopératifs,
parrainage,
formaSatariano
(Stone 1999),
engineering
(Hilburn
1997), nursing
tion
statistique,
SPAPGA
(Owens
et al. 2001),
education (Corcoran 1988), business (Johnston et al.
1986), and statistics (Darch 1995). Again, the success of such programs
depends in part on the cooperation between academic programs and governments
and industry. There is sufficient evidence in the literature to
1.
iNtroductioN
indicate that internship programs enhance students’ learning and careers
(Brooks
1995;
et al. 2000;
Inzelt
2004; Thompson
1950).
What
areettheal.skills
andGault
competencies
needed
by statisticians
to advance
the
One of the roles
for in
SPAPGA
to facilitate
internship
development
agenda
Africa? would
This is be
a question
thatco-op
many or
authors
have
programs. to address (Ching’anda 1998; Tulya-Muhika 1990; Woodward
attempted
1995). One thing that is clearly needed is rigorous training of statisticians
Internship
co-op
trainingsystem:
provideprimary,
several benefits
to students,
univerat
all levels and
of the
education
secondary,
high school
and
sities, and It
employers
(seethat
Annex
Overall,
thesea provide
excellent,
university.
is often said
“the 4).
more
prosperous
country an
is, the
better
valuable
pre-employment
experience
students, enhance
communicaare
its statistics”
(Rao 1989).
Nationalfor
development
is inextricably
linked
tionstatistical
skills with
non-statisticians
(statistics
users),governments
and improverealize
practical
to
development,
although
few African
this
problem-solving
skills
and computer
statistical
software
fact.
Statistics and
statisticians
play aliteracy
major (practical
role in the
development
of
training
for data
and processing;
with
all
countries
and management
in the advancement
of science.working
Statistics
is alarge
fielddatathat
bases).
As the
old Chinese
proverb
“Tell me,
I’ll forget.
me, I’ll
cuts
across
disciplines
because
it is says,
the means
by which
data Show
are collected,
remember.and
Involve
me, I’llto understand.”
In essence,
this emphasizes
analyzed,
interpreted
inform policymaking
decisions
at all levelsthe
of
importance of practically experiencing the learning as a way to enhance
government.
awareness, understanding and application of concepts.
Several authors have provided ideas on how to train statisticians for difIntroduction
of working
a mentoring
component
in (Boardman
statistics training
ferent
roles: for
in general
industry
et al. 1980; HoProfessional
statisticians
often
work in multidisciplinary
teams.
Effective
erl
1993; Kettenring
1995;
Marquardt
1979; Porter 1993),
government
statistical1964;
collaboration
in a multidisciplinary
environment
requires skills
(Bishop
Moore 1991;
Moses 1982; Ross
1995), pharmaceutical
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firms
not covered
(Chuang-Stein
in the usual
1996;
statistics
DeMets
courses.
et al.
Graduates
1994; Hammond
often learn1980;
such skills
Liss
2003;
throughNewell
trial-and-error.
1984; Senn
Scientists
2000),
have
andlong
academia
advocated
(Bickel
the use
1995;
of mentorBailar
1994).
ing as aOverall,
way to facilitate
there is some
the acquisition
consensus of
about
important
what the
career
basicskills
skills(Alberts
should
be
1999;
(Bryce
Garfield
2001; 1992;
FedererHoover
1978; Hogg
2005;1991;
Thabane
Imanet1995;
al. 2006).
Kanji Mentoring,
et al. 1981;
Ritter
from the
et al.
Greek
2001;
word
Tobi“mentur”,
et al. 2001;
which
Watts
means
1970).
enduring
The goal
(Consumer
is to makeGuide
statisticians
1993), ismore
defined
proficient
as a sustained
in applying
relationship
statistical
between
techniques,
a youthbut
andalso
an adult.
to be
good
Thabane
communicators
et al. (2006) of
further
statistical
define
information.
mentoring as “a relationship between
a mentee (usually a young person) and a mentor (usually a caring and
more
experienced
adult)
whoseOffice
primary
purpose
is to help
the mentee
to
In
Africa,
the Central
Statistics
(CSO),
or Bureau
of Statistics
(BOS)
define
career
lifecountries,
goals and is
find
ways to
achieve
them.”anaas
theyindividual
are referred
to inand
other
charged
with
collecting,
lyzing, and disseminating national statistics to help governments to create
We recommend
designing
trainingThis
programs
that include
formal
mentornational
development
programs.
is a mandate
that the
CSOs
have
ship of students
the usual
supervision 1990).
of students,
which aim
at
adopted
since thebeyond
early 1940s
(Tulya-Muhika
The success
of the
CSOs
helpingis students
dependent
attain
on successful
the academic
training
goals
programs
of thesisthat
write-ups.
address the
Thabane
needs
of
et al.
African
(2008)
countries.
used thisInprinciple
1978, the
to Statistical
develop aTraining
course onProgram
biostatistical
for Africa
col(STPA)
laboration
wasincreated
healthtoresearch,
increasewhich
the supply
aimsoftostatisticians
close the gap
in Africa
between
by class1990
(Ching’anda
room instruction
1998).
onWhile
biostatistical
this effort
techniques
has managed
and the
to increase
application
the of
numthe
bers
techniques
somewhat,
in real-life
achievement
collaborations.
of the intended
The course
goals iscombines
still far off
classroom
(TulyaMuhika
discussions,
1990).
mentoring
In addition,
and internship
some African
to advance
countries
bothhave
the technical
been ravaged
and
by
non-technical
war, famine,
statistical
and theskills
spread
necessary
of the HIV-AIDS
for biostatisticians
pandemic.
to beThe
effective
latter
has
in health
created
research
a new collaborations.
challenge for Sub-Saharan
We recommend
countries
extending
and threatens
this model
their
to
future
trainingdevelopment.
statisticians for
Statisticians
all applications
are among
of statistics,
the keyincluding
players ingovernment
the efforts
to
andfight
private
the sector
epidemic.
or industry.
We haveStudents
reached areceive
criticalvaluable
time when
pre-employment
“statisticians
[should]
guidance work
on how
alongside
to plan policy-makers
their career from
in decision-making
the mentor.
if the country
is to get full benefits of the available statistical knowledge and skills” (Rao
1989).
This
is echoed
by Tulya-Muhika
(1990), who writes that:
Training
onview
important
survival
skills
Introduction of training programs that provide opportunities to enhance
other
“thenon-statistical
statistician skills
of theis equally
future important.
will have to
Examples
be a multi-faceted,
include offeringknowledgeable,
workshops or courses
publiconrelations
stress management,
officer. He time
(or she)
management,
will needteam
the
work/dynamics,
capacity to doconflict
statistical
resolution,
work; be
financial
knowledgeable
management,
in data
and processing
leadership
skills.
andMany
conversant
of these
with
skills
development
have been issues;
identified
be able
as essential
to workfor
with
practicing
policystatisticians
makers, data
(Bryce
processors,
2001; Federer
and other
1978;groups…
Hogg 1991;
formIman
an effective
1995; Kanji
bridgeet
al. 1981;
head between
Ritter et statistical
al. 2001; Tobi
information
et al. 2001;
andWatts
users 1970),
of statistics,
yet they
including
are not
partthe
of general
most regular
public.”
training programs. These often prove to be the most
useful skills for students joining the workforce, and for subsequent career
development
(see Annex
1).
Annex
1 provides
a comparative
summary of the required skills for statisticians working in industry, academia, and government. While technical
statistical
Internshipknowledge
and co-opisstatistics
needed by
programs
all, effective management skills are also
needed
Consideration
by thoseshould
going be
into
paid
industry
to introduce
and government.
internship However,
and co-opthe
statistics
problem
programs
is thatthat
current
provide
training
students
programs
with for
theAfrican
opportunity
statisticians
to gain
would
someneed
worka
major
experience
overhaul
priorfor
to them
finishing
to acquire
their study.
these competencies
These will equip
andthem
skills.with the
technical and non-technical skills they will require when they take up full-
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matière
time jobs.
de The
gestion
term
efficace
“co-op”
s’imposent
and “internship”
également may
à ceux
bed’entre
definedeux
differently
qui entrent
in
tant
various
dans
programs,
le secteurbut
privé
in que
general:
dans l’administration publique. Cependant, le
défi persiste que les programmes de formation des statisticiens africains en cours
nécessitent
une révision
pour que
ceux-ci
acquièrent
• Co-op usually
refers profonde
to a multi-work
term
agreement
withces
onecompétences
employer;
et qualifications.
article,three
nous work
proposons
unealternated
nouvelle approche
pour
traditionally Dans
with cet
at least
terms
with school
la formation
des futurs
en vue
du développement
la statistique
terms, resulting
in astatisticiens,
5-year degree
program.
Co-ops are de
full-time,
paid
en Afrique.
positions.Nous faisons des suggestions quant à la manière de concevoir les
programmes
formation
statistiques
en Afrique
qui concernent
pouroften
la plu• Internshipdeusually
refers
to a one-term
work- assignment,
most
in
partthe
lessummer,
statisticiens
formation
dans les universités
(pré-emploi)
mais aussi
butennot
always. Internships
can be fullor part-time,
paid
les professionnels
du mondeon
duthe
travail
(formation
continue).
Nous préconisons
or unpaid, depending
employer
and the
career field.
la création du SPAPGA (Partenariat statistique entre le milieu
universitaire,
(Definitions
2006)
le secteur privé et le secteur public) en vue d’améliorer la collaboration entre le
secteur
privé,
les structures gouvernementales
et le milieu
afin de
Providing
opportunities
for students to interact
withuniversitaire
other students
rehausser
le niveau
de la formation
statistique
ainsi développer
We propose
the creation
of statistics
studentet societies,
whose les
rolecapacités
would
statistiques
en Afrique.
Nous proposons
également
réforme and
profonde
des probe to enhance
cross-fertilization
of ideas
amonglastudents
to exchange
grammes
d’études afin d’inclure la pratique du parrainage et des stages dans le
experiences.
cursus régulier de formation des jeunes statisticiens.
Providing opportunities for students to be involved in publication of
Mots
clés : Stages de formation, programmes coopératifs, parrainage, formatheir work
tion
statistique,
SPAPGA
Writing
and editorial
skills are important learning competencies that every
student should possess. Introducing a student-centered Journal of Statistics is one way for students to participate in the peer-review process to ad1.
iNtroductioN
vance science.
This also provides them with ample opportunity to improve
their writing and editorial skills – skills that are often in great demand in
the workplace.
What
are the skills and competencies needed by statisticians to advance the
development agenda in Africa? This is a question that many authors have
attempted
to address
(Ching’anda
1998;
1990;training
Woodward
Increased funding
from
governments
to Tulya-Muhika
enhance statistical
1995).
One
thinginthat
is clearly
neededfunding
is rigorous
trainingand
of statisticians
Statistical
offices
Africa
face severe
problems,
largely deat
all on
levels
the education
system: primary,
secondary,
high schoolfund
and
pend
theofgenerosity
of development
partners.
Many governments
university.
It is oftenbudget
said that
more
prosperous
a country
better
only the recurrent
and“the
only
a minimal
portion
goes is,
tothe
developare
its and
statistics”
1989). National
development
is inextricably
linked
ment
capital(Rao
expenditure.
Even what
goes to the
recurrent budget
to
statistical
development,
although
fewmotivate
African statisticians.
governmentsThe
realize
this
is too
small to
provide incentives
and
budget
fact.
and statisticians
playthe
a major
role in policies
the development
of
needsStatistics
to be increased
in line with
development
that require
all
countries
and in the advancement
of science. of
Statistics
is a field
that
statistics
and information
for the implementation
the national
developcuts
disciplines
it isbeen
the means
which data
collected,
mentacross
agenda.
Recentlybecause
there have
talks tobyintegrate
the are
statistical
deanalyzed,
interpreted
to the
inform
policymaking
decisionssuch
at all
of
velopmentand
strategies
within
development
frameworks
as levels
Poverty
government.
Reduction Strategies (PRSs) or Medium-Term Expenditure Framework
(MTEF) budget process to ensure adequate funding for statistics, and to
boost the
effectiveness
of statistical
(Kibuka 2007).
Several
authors
have provided
ideastechnical
on how assistance
to train statisticians
for different roles: for working in general industry (Boardman et al. 1980; Hoerl 1993; Kettenring 1995; Marquardt 1979; Porter 1993), government
(Bishop 1964; Moore 1991; Moses 1982; Ross 1995), pharmaceutical
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firms
3.3 (Chuang-Stein
career development
1996; DeMets
initiatives
et al. 1994; Hammond 1980; Liss
2003; Newell 1984; Senn 2000), and academia (Bickel 1995; Bailar
1994).
Overall,
there is some consensus about what the basic skills should
On-the-job
learning
be
(Bryce
Federer(1999)
1978; Hogg
Iman learning
1995; Kanji
al. 1981;
Wood
and2001;
McQuarrie
define1991;
on-the-job
(alsoetknown
as
Ritter
et al. 2001;
Tobi et al.as2001;
Wattsby1970).
goal is to
stat“job-embedded
learning”)
“learning
doing,The
reflecting
onmake
the expeisticians
more
proficient
in applying
statistical
techniques,
also to
be
rience, and
then
generating
and sharing
new insights
and but
learning
with
good
of statistical
information.
oneselfcommunicators
and others”. Those
participating,
while simultaneously performing
their duties, learn by doing, reflecting on specific work experiences to uncover
newthe
understanding,
and Office
listening
to colleagues
best practices.
In
Africa,
Central Statistics
(CSO),
or Bureaushare
of Statistics
(BOS)
On-the-job
learningtocan
through
formalis or
informal
interaction.
as
they are referred
in be
other
countries,
charged
with
collecting, analyzing, and disseminating national statistics to help governments to create
national
development
programs.
This participants
is a mandatetothat
the CSOs
have
On-the-job
learning does
not require
set aside
a separate
adopted
since the
1940s
(Tulya-Muhika
1990).
The success
the
time to learn,
as itearly
occurs
while
they are actively
performing
theirofjobCSOs
dependent
successful
trainingand
programs
address the
needs
relatedistasks.
In thison
way,
time efficiency
cost arethat
maximized,
and
this
of
countries.
In 1978,
the Statistical
Program
for of
Africa
alsoAfrican
promotes
immediate
application
of whatTraining
is learned.
Examples
on(STPA)
was created
to increase
the supply
of statisticians
in Africa
by 1990
the-job learning
include
study groups,
reflective
logs, action
research,
peer(Ching’anda
WhileThis
this paper
effort will
has focus
managed
to increase
the numcoaching and1998).
mentoring.
on the
latter, mentoring.
bers
achievement
of the
intended mentoring
goals is stillhas
farbeen
off (TulyaThe somewhat,
reason for our
choice is that
on-the-job
widely
Muhika
addition,
some African
countries
have been
ravaged
applied in1990).
many In
areas
such as medicine,
nursing,
and surgery
(Thabane
et
by
war, famine, and the spread of the HIV-AIDS pandemic. The latter
al. 2006).
has created a new challenge for Sub-Saharan countries and threatens their
future
development.
Statisticians
among the key players in the efforts
On-the-job
mentoring
for youngare
statisticians
to
fightare
thetwo
epidemic.
We of
have
reached mentoring,
a critical time
whennatural
“statisticians
There
main types
on-the-job
namely,
men[should]
work
alongside
policy-makers
decision-making
if the
country
toring and
planned
mentoring.
Natural in
mentoring
may occur
through
an
is
to get fullfriendship,
benefits ofcollegiality,
the availableteaching,
statistical
knowledge
skills”
(Rao
established
coaching,
etc.,and
while
planned
1989).
Thisisview
is echoed
by Tulya-Muhika
(1990),
who writes
that:menmentoring
through
established
and structured
programs
in which
tors and mentees are selected and matched. We advocate for the establish“the
statisticianmentoring
of the future
willto help
have young
to bestatisticians
a multi-faceted,
ment
of structured
programs
joining
publicimportant
relations survival
officer. skills.
He (orThabane
she) will
need
the
theknowledgeable,
workforce to acquire
et al.
(2006)
capacity
statistical
work; be relationship
knowledgeable
processing
suggest
waystoindo
which
this mentoring
caninbedata
formulated
for
conversant
development
issues;
be able
to role,
workthe
with
policytheand
benefit
of bothwith
mentee
and mentor.
As part
of its
proposed
makers,can
data
and(i)
other
groups…
form to
anhelp
effective
bridgeSPAPGA
be processors,
charged with:
providing
support
agencies
dehead
betweeninternal
statistical
information
and users
of statistics,
velop
structured
mentoring
programs,
and (ii)
organizingincluding
mentorgeneral public.”
ingthe
workshops
to train potential mentors to gain basic mentoring skills,
including providing support with continuing education efforts.
Annex 1 provides a comparative summary of the required skills for statisticians
working
industry, academia,
and government.
While technical
Assisting
young in
statisticians
on their career
path
statistical
is needed
bystatistics
all, effective
skillsdecisionare also
There is aknowledge
general consensus
that
(andmanagement
evidenced-based
needed
going into
industry
and government.
However,
probmaking)byisthose
important
to the
development
of a society,
and to the
a nation
lem
is that
current
trainingbuilding,
programsthrough
for African
statisticians would
need a
for that
matter.
Capacity
the development
of statistical
major
overhaul
for them
acquiretothese
competencies
and skills.
processes
and skills
that to
respond
policy
and development
questions,
are critical now and will become more so in the future. There is a need
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matière
to further
de gestion
developefficace
the management
s’imposent également
of statistical
à ceux
systems,
d’entre and
eux qui
for serious
entrent
tant
curriculum
dans le reform
secteur that
privéincludes
que dansmentoring
l’administration
elements
publique.
in statistical
Cependant,
training,
le
défi
as noted
persiste
earlier.
que lesThe
programmes
development
de formation
of statistics
des statisticiens
largely depends
africains
on the
en cours
type
nécessitent
of trainingune
andrévision
mentoring
profonde
arrangements
pour que in
ceux-ci
place.acquièrent
Acquisition
ces compétences
of manageet
ment
qualifications.
skills can help
Dans
to cet
direct
article,
and nous
supervise
proposons
an institution,
une nouvelle
such
approche
as a statistipour
la
calformation
agency, more
des futurs
effectively.
statisticiens,
Mentoring
en vue
programs,
du développement
which go de
beyond
la statistique
graduen
ate Afrique.
education,
Nous
have
faisons
a roledestosuggestions
play in thequant
process,
à laincluding
manière de
theconcevoir
capacity les
to
programmes
identify mentors
de formation
and mentees.
statistiques en Afrique - qui concernent pour la plupart les statisticiens en formation dans les universités (pré-emploi) mais aussi
les
professionnels
du monde
travail (formation
préconisons
Other
ways to assist
youngdu
statisticians
include: continue).
in-service Nous
programs,
affilila
création
SPAPGA
(Partenariat
statistique
entre le milieu
universitaire,
ation
with du
statistical
societies,
and exchange
programs,
as detailed
below.
le secteur privé et le secteur public) en vue d’améliorer la collaboration entre le
secteur
privé,
les structures gouvernementales et le milieu universitaire afin de
In-service
programs
rehausser
le niveau de la formation
et ainsi développer
les capacités
These skills-enhancing
programs statistique
are predominantly
implemented
while
statistiques
en Afrique.
Nous programs
proposons également
la réforme
des proin employment.
In-service
are intended
to helpprofonde
employees
degrammes
d’études
pratique or
du occupation.
parrainage etThey
des stages
dans le
velop their
skills afin
in ad’inclure
specific la
discipline
are mostly
cursus
régulier
de formation
jeunes
statisticiens.
conducted
during
a break indesthe
individual
work schedule. Such programs
assist young statisticians to improve their performance and keep up to date
Mots
clés : Stages deadvances.
formation,
programmes
with technological
They
boost lifecoopératifs,
chances byparrainage,
improvingformaqualition
statistique,
SPAPGA efficiency and productivity – thereby providing a
fications,
employability,
sense of career direction.
1.
iNtroductioN
Affiliation
with statistical societies
Statistical societies or associations of statisticians in Africa are few in
number.
they
docompetencies
exist, not many
statisticians
are affiliated.
Somethe
of
What
areWhere
the skills
and
needed
by statisticians
to advance
the objectivesagenda
of a statistical
society
supportthat
andmany
foster authors
the ideals
of
development
in Africa?
Thisare
is atoquestion
have
the profession,
to provide
guidance1998;
on practices,
and to1990;
act asWoodward
a resource
attempted
to address
(Ching’anda
Tulya-Muhika
for sharing
statistical
also training
acts as a of
source
of me1995).
Oneexperiences.
thing that isThe
clearly
neededsociety
is rigorous
statisticians
diation
among
its members,
to protect
thesecondary,
reputationhigh
of itsschool
members,
at
all levels
of the
education and
system:
primary,
and
including occasions
a legitimate
university.
It is often when
said that
“the more professional
prosperous afinding
countrycomes
is, the under
better
attack.
are
its statistics” (Rao 1989). National development is inextricably linked
to statistical development, although few African governments realize this
fact.
Statistics
and in
statisticians
a major
role have
in thenodevelopment
of
Statistical
societies
Africa are play
vulnerable
– they
power or local
all
countries support
and in the
advancement
science.
field that
professional
systems,
especiallyofwhen
theirStatistics
practices isarea subject
to
cuts
across
disciplines In
because
is the means
by whichhave
datalittle
are collected,
political
interference.
such aitsituation,
statisticians
or no reanalyzed,
and interpreted
informthereby
policymaking
decisions
all levels of
course to seek
professionaltoredress,
rendering
the UNatFundamengovernment.
tal Principles of Official Statistics redundant. There is therefore a pressing
need for statisticians and indeed statistical agencies to consider setting up
statistical
associations
in African
countries.
and other for
related
Several
authors
have provided
ideas
on howStatisticians
to train statisticians
difprofessions
as economists
should
be encouraged
to take
memberferent
roles:such
for working
in general
industry
(Boardman
et al.up1980;
Hoship.
The country
associations
must be affiliated
with a1993),
regional
body and
erl
1993;
Kettenring
1995; Marquardt
1979; Porter
government
subsequently
an international
body.
(Bishop
1964;with
Moore
1991; Moses
1982; Ross 1995), pharmaceutical
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firms
Statisticians
(Chuang-Stein
must also1996;
have access
DeMets
to the
et al.
International
1994; Hammond
Statistical
1980;
Institute
Liss
2003;
(ISI) Ethics
Newell
Professional
1984; Senn
Declaration
2000), and
(ISI 1985),
academia
not(Bickel
only to 1995;
provideBailar
sup1994).
port, but
Overall,
also tothere
understand
is someand
consensus
appreciate
about
thewhat
ethics
theand
basic
conduct
skills should
of stabe
tistical
(Bryce
practices.
2001; Federer 1978; Hogg 1991; Iman 1995; Kanji et al. 1981;
Ritter et al. 2001; Tobi et al. 2001; Watts 1970). The goal is to make statisticians
more
in applying
statistical techniques,
also to be
Affiliation
withproficient
a statistical
society encourages
the sharing but
of knowledge
good
communicators
statistical
information.
and keeping
abreast ofofnew
developments
and techniques.
In
Africa, the
Central Statistics Office (CSO), or Bureau of Statistics (BOS)
Exchange
programs
as
they are
referredIntroducing
to in other countries,
is charged
with collecting,semianaWithin
a country:
inter-agency
or inter-departmental
lyzing,
and disseminating
statistics
to help
to create
nars, including
working innational
different
divisions
of a governments
statistical agency,
can
national
development for
programs.
This is a mandate
that models
the CSOs
have
provide opportunities
cross-fertilization
of ideas and
between
adopted
the early
(Tulya-Muhika
1990).
The successtooflearn
the
divisions,since
agencies,
and 1940s
departments.
This allows
participants
CSOs
is dependent
on successful
training
address the
needs
about the
types of issues
or problems
thatprograms
they maythat
be presented
with.
It
of
countries.
In 1978,
Statistical
Training
Programdepending
for Africa
alsoAfrican
provides
opportunities
to the
network
and obtain
a mentor,
(STPA)
was created
on the career
goals. to increase the supply of statisticians in Africa by 1990
(Ching’anda 1998). While this effort has managed to increase the numbers
achievement
of the intended
still or
faran
offexchange
(TulyaAcrosssomewhat,
borders: South-south
cooperation
throughgoals
studyisvisits
Muhika
1990).
In addition,
African
haveskills
beenof ravaged
of staff for
an agreed
period ofsome
time not
only countries
improves the
statistiby
war,but
famine,
spread of
HIV-AIDS
pandemic.
The agenlatter
cians,
allowsand
for the sharing
of the
common
best practices
among
has
a newtochallenge
Sub-Saharan
countries
and threatens
their
cies.created
This helps
broaden for
both
the scope and
the knowledge
of young
future
development. Statisticians are among the key players in the efforts
statisticians.
to fight the epidemic. We have reached a critical time when “statisticians
[should] work alongside policy-makers in decision-making if the country
is
full benefits
of the available statistical knowledge and skills” (Rao
4. to getthe
WAy forWArd
1989). This view is echoed by Tulya-Muhika (1990), who writes that:
Overall, our review shows that almost all African countries have at least
statistician
of the
future
willhave
have
to beprograms,
a multi-faceted,
one“the
university.
However,
not all
of them
statistics
let alone
knowledgeable,
public
relations
officer. four
He (or
will programs
need the
a web
linkage. Of those
with
a web linkage,
haveshe)
statistics
capacity
to internship
do statistical
work;
be knowledgeable
in data processing
with
co-op or
as an
integral
element of the training.
This situandisconversant
development
issues;orbestatistics
able to work
with in
policyation
not uniquewith
to African
universities
programs
gendataweprocessors,
and
other groups…
an effective
bridgeeral.makers,
However,
propose the
creation
of a modelform
for training
statisticians
headembraces
betweenintegration
statistical information
and userswith
of statistics,
including
which
of in-class instruction
experiential
learngeneral
public.” or co-op placements either in industry or governingthe
through
internships
ment. This will require all parties – government, industry, and academia
Annex
1 provides
a comparative
summary
of thecurricula.
required skills for statis– to work
closely together
to design
appropriate
ticians working in industry, academia, and government. While technical
statistical
needed(Peck
by all,
effective
skillsweareadvoalso
Followingknowledge
the lead of isSPAIG
et al.
1998; management
SPAIG website),
needed
goingofinto
industrya consortium
and government.
However,
the probcate for by
thethose
creation
SPAPGA,
between
universities,
the
lem
is that
current
programs
for African
need a
private
sectors
and training
governments
in Africa,
whosestatisticians
role would would
be to oversee
major
overhaulcollaboration
for them to acquire
and is
skills.
and enhance
betweenthese
the competencies
parties. The goal
to enhance
the quality and quantity of statistical training in Africa. It is crucial for
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SPAPGA
matière deto
gestion
formulate
efficacea clear
s’imposent
process
également
to facilitate
à ceuxthis
d’entre
goal,eux
including
qui entrent
the
creation
tant dansofleindicators
secteur privé
of success
que dans
tol’administration
monitor progress.
publique. Cependant, le
défi persiste que les programmes de formation des statisticiens africains en cours
nécessitent
uneincludes
révision the
profonde
que ceux-ci
ces compétences
Our
proposal
use ofpour
mentoring
to beacquièrent
incorporated
within uniet qualifications.
Dans cet
article,programs.
nous proposons
une nouvelle
approche
pour
versity
and on-the-job
training
Mentoring
can greatly
improve
la formation
futursfor
statisticiens,
en vue
du développement
de la statistique
the
learning des
process
students and
mentees.
It is also recognized
as an
en Afrique. ingredient
Nous faisons
à la
manière
concevoir les
important
fordes
thesuggestions
future ofquant
science
and
humandedevelopment
programmes
de formation
statistiques
en Afrique
- qui concernent
pour la plu(Alberts
1999;
Garfield 1992;
Thabane
et al. 2006).
Partly motivated
by
partSPAIG
les statisticiens
en formation
dans les
universités
(pré-emploi)
mais aussia
the
partnering
model (SPAIG
website),
Figure
1 below provides
les professionnels
monde
(formation
préconisons
summary
of ourdu
vision
of du
thetravail
proposed
trainingcontinue).
model forNous
statisticians
in
la création du SPAPGA (Partenariat statistique entre le milieu universitaire,
Africa.
le secteur privé et le secteur public) en vue d’améliorer la collaboration entre le
secteur privé, les structures gouvernementales et le milieu universitaire afin de
rehausserSome
le niveau
de la formation remArkS
statistique et ainsi développer les capacités
5.
coNcludiNg
statistiques en Afrique. Nous proposons également la réforme profonde des programmes
d’études
afin d’inclure
la pratique
du parrainage
et des stages
dans
le
It
is generally
claimed
that “the
more prosperous
a country
is, the
betcursus
de formation
des jeunes
ter
arerégulier
its statistics”
(Rao 1989).
Westatisticiens.
venture to add that “the better the
statistics of a country, the more prosperous it becomes”. The future and
Mots clés : of
Stages
de formation,
coopératifs,
parrainage,
formabetterment
statistics
in Africanprogrammes
countries depend
on the
well-envisioned
tion statistique,
SPAPGA
training
of young
statisticians. We challenge all stakeholders – educators,
governments and private sector partners – to take part in the discussion
to improve statistics education programs at all levels, and to endeavor to
1.
iNtroductioN
make
the
statistics training contextual to address the growing demands of
qualified statisticians to lead evidence-based development planning. Experiential
learning
is the
key to successful
for future
statistical
What are the
skills and
competencies
needed training
by statisticians
to advance
the
leadership.
Anagenda
Africaninproverb
statesis“if
you wantthat
to go
fast,authors
go alone;
if
development
Africa? This
a question
many
have
you
want totogoaddress
far, go (Ching’anda
together.” We1998;
believe
that working1990;
together,
in partattempted
Tulya-Muhika
Woodward
nership
withthing
all stakeholders,
canneeded
go far is
torigorous
advance training
the training
of statisti1995). One
that is clearly
of statisticians
cians
theofbetterment
of development
in Africa.
Enhanced
at all for
levels
the education
system: primary,
secondary,
highcooperation
school and
between
governments,
and private
sectoris,can
university.academic
It is oftenprograms,
said that “the
more prosperous
a country
thebridge
better
the
gapstatistics”
between (Rao
classroom
and the workplace
where statistics
are its
1989).instruction
National development
is inextricably
linked
is
to applied.
statistical development, although few African governments realize this
fact. Statistics and statisticians play a major role in the development of
all countries and in the advancement of science. Statistics is a field that
cuts across disciplines because it is the means by which data are collected,
analyzed, and interpreted to inform policymaking decisions at all levels of
government.
Several authors have provided ideas on how to train statisticians for different roles: for working in general industry (Boardman et al. 1980; Hoerl 1993; Kettenring 1995; Marquardt 1979; Porter 1993), government
(Bishop 1964; Moore 1991; Moses 1982; Ross 1995), pharmaceutical
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firms
Figure(Chuang-Stein
1: Proposed 1996;
Training
DeMets
Model
et for
al. 1994;
the Development
Hammond 1980;
of Liss
2003; Newell
1984; inSenn
2000), and academia (Bickel 1995; Bailar
Statistics
Africa
1994). Overall, there is some consensus about what the basic skills should
be SpApgA
(Bryce 2001;
Federer
1978; Hogg
Imanprivate
1995;Sector,
Kanjiand
et al. 1981;
(Statistics
partnerships
among1991;
Academia,
Ritter
et
al.
2001;
Tobi
et
al.
2001;
Watts
1970).
The
goal
is
to
make statgovernment in Africa)
isticians
more
proficient
in
applying
statistical
techniques,
but
also to be
• foster collaborations between partners
good
communicators
of meetings
statistical
• facilitate
regular annual
andinformation.
seminars
• foster discussions on curricula development

In Africa, the Central Statistics Office (CSO), or Bureau of Statistics (BOS)
as they are referred to in other countries, is charged with collecting, anafindings
lyzing, andStudents/research
disseminatingfindings
national statisticsStudents/research
to help governments
to create
national development programs. This is a mandate that the CSOs have
adopted since the early 1940s (Tulya-Muhika 1990). The success of the
Government
sector
CSOs is dependent on successfulAcademia
training programs that addressPrivate
the needs
of African countries. In 1978, the Statistical Training Program for Africa
(STPA) was created to increase the supply of statisticians in Africa by 1990
(Ching’anda
1998). While
this effort has Money/research
managed to increase
Money/research
problems
problems the numbers somewhat, achievement of the intended goals is still far off (TulyaMuhika
1990). In
addition, some African countries have been ravaged
preemployment
training
by •war,
famine,
andstatistical
the spread
of the HIV-AIDS pandemic. The latter
inclass
instruction:
concepts
has• created
a
new
challenge
for
Sub-Saharan
countries and threatens their
experiential learning, coop, internship, apprenticeship
future
development.
Statisticians
are
among
the
key players in the efforts
• non-statisical skills: time/stress management, team
dynamics
to •fight
the epidemic. We have reached a critical time when “statisticians
interdepartmental seminars
[should] work alongside policy-makers in decision-making if the country
• student-centered research meetings, seminars
is to get full benefits of the available statistical knowledge and skills” (Rao
• student-centered pre-reviewed publications
1989).
This view is echoed by Tulya-Muhika (1990), who writes that:
• mentorship

“the statistician of the future will have to be a multi-faceted,

knowledgeable,
on-the-job
trainingpublic relations officer. He (or she) will need the
capacity
to
data processing
• mentorship do statistical work; be knowledgeable
• studyingroups
conversant
with development issues; be able
to work
with policy•and
reflective
logs
• action
research
makers,
data
processors,
and
other
groups…
form
an
effective
bridge• peer coaching
head
between
statistical
information
and
users
of
statistics,
including
• in-service programs (e.g. discipline programs)
the general public.”
• affiliation with statistical societies
• inter-departmental/agency seminars
Annex
1 provides a comparative summary of the required skills for statis• inter-country
programs
ticians
working exchange
in industry,
academia, and government. While technical

statistical knowledge is needed by all, effective management skills are also
needed by those going into industry and government. However, the problem is that current training programs for African statisticians would need a
major overhaul for them to acquire these competencies and skills.
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“the statistician of the future will have to be a multi-faceted,
knowledgeable, public relations officer. He (or she) will need the
* Sources:
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capacity to do statistical work; be knowledgeable in data processing
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and conversant with development issues; be able to work with policyhttp://www.africaeducation.org/universi.htm
makers, data processors, and other groups… form an effective bridgehttp://www.chem.ru.ac.za/afuniv.html
head between statistical information and users of statistics, including
the general public.”
** Sources:
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Annex 1 provides a comparative summary of the required skills for statishttp://www.chem.ru.ac.za/afuniv.html
ticians working in industry, academia, and government. While technical
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statistical knowledge is needed by all, effective management skills are also
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lem is that current training programs for African statisticians would need a
major overhaul for them to acquire these competencies and skills.
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Annex 1 provides a comparative summary of the required skills for statisticians working in industry, academia, and government. While technical
statistical knowledge is needed by all, effective management skills are also
needed by those going into industry and government. However, the problem is that current training programs for African statisticians would need a
major overhaul for them to acquire these competencies and skills.
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